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Abstract
The recent business reality is marked by changes which have primarily been caused by the accelerated scientific
and technological development, which has made the changes in all segments of the company’s environment
more dynamic. Continuous innovation and development are becoming the prerequisites of a company’s
sustainable operation. This implicitly includes the change in the paradigm of business performance and
management of a modern company. Instead of determinism, probability and risk have become the context in
which the company functions; instead of stability chaos, the area of success; and instead of objectives,
profitability and growth the prerequisites of survival and development, the fundamental goals of a modern
company. The focus of contemporary entrepreneurial management should be diverted from the continuous
repetitive processes towards those based on innovative projects. Project management, as a managerial
technology of a systematic management of rounded processes of a project-based approach to development
strategy, project realization of development programs and project exploitation of unique and time-limited project
products, represents the model of managing the company’s flexibility and adaptability to the changes in the
environment i.e. the dynamic optimization of business performance and the development of a company’s
competitiveness.
Keywords: project, project-based operations, project management, cost-benefit analysis, dynamic optimization
of the company
1. Introduction
The dynamics of the changes in all segments of the contemporary company’s ever more heterogeneous
environment, as prerequisites of survival and development of competitiveness, impose the need for continuous
innovation in all processes creating company’s added value among which, the most important being, innovation
in managerial processes. The traditional management, based on subsequent responses to changes and demands
coming from the environment, has become a limiting factor in the sustainability of the company on today’s
market. Anticipatory management of development changes based on expected changes in the environment has
become the conditio sine qua non in developing the company’s competitiveness. Project management of strategic
business development, as a dynamic system of project-based approach to strategic development, project
realization of development programs and project exploitation of project products, imposes itself as an inevitable
model of managing the dynamic optimization of a company’s business performance and development. Such an
approach requires increased organizational flexibility, development of a participative management system,
development of an entrepreneurial organizational culture and information support systems that are directed
towards potential success and not just the traditional measurement of results of past events. Modern business
conditions, mainly determined by the rapid development of information technology which has made the changes
in all segments of the company’s environment more dynamic, require a complete change in management
paradigms. Anticipatory project-based, participative management, focused on implementing intellectual capital
within the company’s project processes of realizing the balanced system of stakeholders goals, in which the
company is seen as a social and economic system within the environmental supra-system, should be the
foundation for a new paradigm ensuring sustainability i.e. dynamic optimization of the development of business
performance in today’s turbulent environment.
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2. Project vs Process M
Management of a Company’’s Business Deevelopment
A companny, as a system
m of creating added value, aactually starts its life or exp
ploitation cyclle with the prroject
managemeent of strategicc business deveelopment. Thee company’s liffe cycle begins with establisshment, a projeect in
itself, wheereas, its explooitation cycle,, with a progrram of projectts related to developing
d
prooducts, technoology,
organizatioon, conqueringg markets etc.. that are suppported by objeect-oriented investment projects such as ooffice
buildings construction, investment in
n equipment aand similar. Various
Va
indicato
ors of growthh and development
show, in general, comppany’s accelerrated growth and developm
ment at this in
nitial, project run phase off the
company’ss life cycle in which the stu
udies on the viiability and exxpected return on the investm
ments into plaanned
business ventures
v
are com
mpleted.
Developedd continuous pprocesses of ex
xploiting projecct products eveentually lead to
t a company’ss maturity in w
which
periodic oscillations are solved throug
gh projects. H
However, continnuous processs exploitation of
o project prodducts
leads to cuulmination of growth, i.e. its degeneratioon, if not foresstalled by new
w strategic devvelopment proojects
(Adizes, 2006).
2
Liquidaation, as the final
f
phase inn the companyy’s life cycle is also a projject-driven proocess
(Figure 1)..

Company’s life cycle
Figure 1. C
ween the comp
pany’s businesss activities and the
The projecct developmennt gap (Figure 2), i.e. reduced balance betw
changes inn the environm
ment, which iss reflected in the dynamic decline
d
of thee marginal values of growthh and
developmeent indicators (Kerzner, 2006
6), i.e. adaptabbility and flexiibility of operaations, demandds for a continnuous
project maanagement of development changes of a company’s opperations. Entrrepreneurial management
m
shhould
constantly analyze the coompany’s grow
wth and develoopment curve in order to spo
ot developmennt problems in time
and as a result, initiatee projects relaated to reorgaanization, new
w product dev
velopment, inttroduction of new
technologiies, conqueringg of new mark
kets and other pprojects with thhe common taarget of maintaaining the life-ccycle
curve, as long as possiblle, i.e. constanttly, in its grow
wth phase.
m
comppany, by mean
ns of a systemaatically organizzed chain of prrojects havingg direct and inddirect
A project managed
economic impacts, and a continuous management of developm
ment changes of
o creating addded value forr key
stakeholdeers, achieves tthe dynamic harmonization
h
of its operatioons and chang
ges within thee environment,, and
thus continnuously optimiizes the param
meters of growtth and developpment, i.e. busiiness performaance.

Figure 2. Development potential of prroject managem
ment
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In recent entrepreneuriaal practice, prroject managem
ment of a com
mpany’s operations and deevelopment i.ee. the
strategic management
m
of developmentt changes in thhe company’s activities is implemented,
i
as a rule, once the
company reaches its cuulmination stag
ge, i.e. once tthe crisis deggeneration of growth
g
and deevelopment occcurs
(Thomas et
e al., 2001). T
The stable con
nditions of thee past century enabled the prolongation
p
o a company’ss life
of
cycle (Figuure 3).

Figure 3. Comppatibility of thee business enviironment deveelopment and the managemennt concept
mpetition and rapidly chang
ging consumer demands resuult with the need to change the
t way in whhich a
Global com
company operates.
o
Com
mpanies need to
o dynamically reprogram annd improve theeir business prrocesses in ordder to
meet new challenges (L
Lida Xu et al., 2008). The coontemporary tuurbulent environment (Figurre 3) requires for a
continuouss project mannagement of business
b
operaations and the developmen
nt of a compaany as a dynnamic
systemic process
p
of prroject preparattion strategy, project realizzation of deveelopment proggrams and prroject
exploitatioon of project pproducts. In to
oday’s environnment, strategic project man
nagement of coompetitive abiilities
emphasizees the importannce of analyziing the maturaation processess of project maanagement, prroject portfolioo and
program projects
p
(Neverrauskas et al., 2011). Projecct portfolio maanagement hass become the fundamental
f
abbility
in managinng contemporaary project-orieented organizaations (Gereis, 2002).
3. Project Managementt of Strategic Developmentt of Business
management off strategic business developm
ment starts witth strategic plaanning of activvities
The process of project m
d
nneeds
leading to a dynamic harrmonization off goals and thee company’s production abillities with the development
Based on the systematic anallysis of the ennvironment andd the
and condittions within itts influential environment. B
company’ss resources, thhe strategy sho
ould define thee basic directioons of a comp
pany’s developpment in a plaanned
period as well as the w
way of achievin
ng goals. Thee project manaagement’s succcess is cruciallly dependent on a
clearly deffined organizattional strategy
y (Maylor, 2001).
A systemaatic project mannagement of th
he strategic deevelopment of business perfo
ormance involvves strategy deesign
and implem
mentation, prooject evaluation and control over its realizzation. The straategy should be
b transformedd into
projects, i.e. series of prrojects related
d to a companyy’s developmeent. The strateegic goals thatt are planned tto be
achieved within
w
the strattegy need to bee converted, fiirst into purposse-based goalss, and then intoo objective goaals of
company’ss strategic devvelopment projjects (Hauc et al., 1991). Onnce the decisio
on that the straategic development
program will
w be realizeed through sellected projectss is brought, it
i is followed by strategy im
mplementationn i.e.
project reaalization of devvelopment programs (Figuree 4).
Project expploitation of pproject productts provides feeedback to the strategic
s
project managemennt on the alignnment
of objectivves and the coompany’s deveelopment programs with the development needs and thee conditions w
within
the influenntial environm
ment i.e. the inputs for coontinuous strattegic development of projeect-based business
operationss.
The fundaamental objectiive is to ensure strategic advvantages over competitors, i.e. to be able to,
t more efficiently
and effectiively than the competition, meet
m the needss and expectatiions of the com
mpany’s stakehholders. By haaving
strategic project-oriented
p
d goals and time-limited innnovation processes, the com
mpany continuuously ensures new
exploitativve profit cyclees and strengtthens its com
mpetitiveness in the conditio
ons of constaantly discontinnuous
changes inn all segments of its environm
ment.
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Figure 4. Project mannagement proccess of strategiic developmennt of the compaany’s project based
b
operationns
3.1 Projecct-based Approoach to Develop
opment Strategy
gy
The projeect-based apprroach to the company’s ddevelopment strategy in business
b
operaations impliess the
transformaation of the vision and mission into targett projects and a project-baseed shaping of corporate straategy,
business strategy
s
i.e. buusiness area strategies
s
and individual buusiness functio
on strategies within
w
the straategic
developmeent program (Z
Zekić, 2010). Target, stochaastic projects related
r
to diffeerent strategic scenario-anallyses,
research of competition’’s market prefeerences and treends, as well as
a similar reseaarch projects, represent
r
a staarting
point in defining
d
the sttrategic develo
opment prograam projects thhat help to deffine the corpoorate, businesss and
function-reelated strategiees of the comp
pany.
In line witth the companyy’s vision and
d mission, target projects deffine the corporrate strategy thhat should ensuure a
competitivve strategic pposition of the company oon target marrkets. The co
orporate strateegy is focusedd on
determininng the businesss areas in whiich the compaany will operatte and to whaat extent. It is primarily aim
med at
developingg the companyy’s business arrea portfolio aand the synerggy between theese areas, balaancing the flow
ws of
profit, riskk and cash flow
ws and the exp
pected business results achieeved by the com
mpany’s strateegic business uunits.
Technologgy developmennt projects, pro
ojects of investment into new
w production programs,
p
projjects of conquering
new markkets and otherr similar projeects, synergisttically interrellated provide for a compaany’s project-bbased
overall devvelopment straategy.
The projeccts of conquering strategic business
b
units’ target marketts, projects of diversifying production,
p
proojects
of rationallizing costs andd similar projeects define bussiness strategiees focused on determining
d
thhe path to achieeving
competitivve advantages in specific business areas w
with regards to the objectivess of developedd strategic business
units. Indiividual businesss function strrategies formuulated through projects invollved in HR deevelopment, quuality
assurance, automation aand digitizatio
on of operationns and other projects are focused
f
on maaximizing resoource
efficiency and networkinng the compan
ny’s activities to support the achievementt of the compaany’s businesss and
corporate strategies.
s
The need for a systemattic project-bassed approach to strategic devvelopment of business
b
operaations requiress that
all projectss, at the abovee mentioned strrategic levels, are systemicallly integrated into
i
the strateggic project plann, i.e.
the strateggic developmennt program thaat defines projject managemeent of the strattegic developm
ment of compaany’s
project-bassed business pperformance.
In today’s turbulent enviironment, in order to achievee competitive advantages an
nd a strategic reelevance of chhange
managemeent projects, tthe strategic development program, as a result of a project-basedd approach too the
company’ss developmentt strategy in bu
usiness operations, places thee process of fin
nal strategy deesign at the stage of
project realization of ddevelopment programs
p
(Haauc, 2007). Design
D
and im
mplementationn of strategiess are
organized as an ongoinng interactive project-drivenn process, andd as a result, modern
m
projecct managemennt no
longer playys the operatioonal role of efffective strateggy implementaation, but beco
omes responsibble for an effeective
project preeparation and realization of the companny’s developm
ment programs as the basis for the succeessful
exploitatioon of project prroducts.
3.2 Projecct Realization oof Developmen
nt Programs
Project shaaped and hieraarchically desiigned structureed business deevelopment strrategies defineed by a compaany’s
strategic development
d
prrogram, are im
mplemented thhrough project realization off integral development progrrams.
A successfful implementtation implies that the plannned effectiveneess of future operations
o
defiined through ttarget
projects iss accompaniedd by an effectiive organizatioonal developm
ment of projectt managementt of operationss and
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company’ss developmentt (Figure 5).

Figuure 5. Project management
m
off operations annd company’s development
t operational level, results in a
Continuityy and integrityy of the projeect managemennt process, froom strategic to
systematicc management of developmeent changes in operations thaat dynamically
y optimize the business resullts of
a companyy as an organizzation of creatiing added valuue for all stakehholders.
Project-based realizationn of developm
ment programss objectifies and
a implementts the developpment strategyy that
should thrrough developpment changees lead to a dynamic optimization off a company’s operations. The
managemeent of project realization of development programs i.e. integrated mu
ulti-project-bassed developmeent is
the originaal role of projeect managemen
nt that by efficciently realizinng objective go
oals of individuual projects crreates
the conditiions for fulfilliing the purposse of developm
ment programs i.e. for effectiively meeting the
t changing nneeds
of companny’s stakeholdeers in the projeect products prroject exploitattion phase.
The system
matic project m
management prrocess, from sttrategic to coorrdinative and then
t
operative level, demandds for
a continuoous balancing oof respective project
p
activitiies and objectiives in terms of
o a systematicc adjustment oof the
developmeent strategy off project-based
d changes withhin operations i.e. the management of new
w circumstancces in
the externnal and/or inteernal environm
ment of projecct realization. Managing pro
oject realizatioon of development
programs represents thee systematic application
a
off knowledge and
a skills in managing
m
projject activities in a
manner thaat effectively aand efficiently
y achieves the objective goalls of individuaal projects that are synergistiically
interrelatedd within the defined develop
pment program
m aimed at impproving the fu
uture success of the companyy in a
strategic business
b
area. Project manag
gement in mannaging the reaalization of dev
velopment proograms is baseed on
the compaany’s business development strategy, conteent and objecttives of the dev
velopment proogram with thee aim
to determine the objectivve goals, planss and tactics inn the executionn of individuaal developmentt program projjects,
and whichh are achieved through an ap
ppropriate desiign of project organization and
a through management
m
coontrol
of project realization.
ograms in certaain business arreas constitutin
ng the subsysteems of the straategic
Project reaalization of devvelopment pro
business development
d
pprogram, is ch
haracterized byy multi-projectt operations or
o project portfolio managem
ment.
Multi-project managem
ment is a conccept of leadinng the projecct realization of business areas
a
development
programs in
i accordance with the defin
ned company’s vision, missioon and strategic goals of busiiness developm
ment.
Successfull realization of objective go
oals of individdual projects syynergistically interrelated inn the realizatioon of
target objeectives set by tthe developmeent program iss a fundamentaal prerequisite for the develoopment of business
performannce in the expploitation phaase of projectt products, whether
w
throug
gh continuous or project-drriven
processes.
Managing developmentt changes in operations is the main cooncern of projject realization of development
programs and
a the fundam
mental guidelin
ne of project m
management inn all phases off its developmeent, from manaaging
individual projects, to m
managing multii-project operaations and to strategic
s
projecct managemennt of the compaany’s
business operations
o
andd developmentt. Change is tthe fundamenttal guideline in the project--based approacch to
strategy and
a
the projecct realization of developm
ment programs, and in a great
g
extent, a guideline inn the
exploitatioon of project pproducts, a seg
gment that the will have to be
b more intensively managedd based on proojects
in the condditions determiined by today’’s turbulent envvironment.
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3.3 Project Exploitation of Project Products
The ever more dynamic technological development and the increasingly intensive changes in preferences of the
ever more demanding consumers necessitate the development and project exploitation of project products. The
products’ life cycles and technologies used in their production are becoming shorter, and thus the continuous
processes of exploitation, i.e. commercialization of project developed products, more often tend to be substituted
by the exploitation processes of project products.
Innovation and temporal determination of target project-based processes are becoming the fundamental source of
the contemporary company’s competitive development. Project organized logistics, production, marketing and
finance, that are systematically integrated and guided towards effective realization of a balanced system of
stakeholders’ goals, enable the flexibility and adjustment of the company’s operations to the changes in the
environment and in doing so, dynamically optimize the company’s business results. Project management of
development changes in operations at the project product exploitation phase completes the system of project
management of strategic business development.
“The continuum of change” as an expression of the tendency to achieve desired results by implementing changes
at all levels, directs project management towards the project exploitation of project products with the ultimate
goal of proving customers with quality products in desired quantities, at the right time, place and price. Project
management ensures that the given input produces more output i.e. that the target output is produced at lower
input costs. Project management of project-based operations develops the company’s strategic competitive
advantage by creating added value not merely by a more efficient and effective production of output, but, above
all, by developing organizational skills and creativity of employees i.e. by developing the company’s
entrepreneurial organizational culture which motivates continuous and innovative creation of new added value.
Project exploitation of project products understands a developed project management methodology i.e. a
project-based execution of the integrated functions of planning, organization, human resources management and
control over project realization. Project management of innovative business development understands an
organizationally and professionally developed project management system in the areas of logistics, production,
marketing, finance and other business functions within the company. By establishing project chains of logically
interconnected activities needed for meeting the objectives of the project realization of project products, are
coordinated by project managers, the members of the multi-project management team, that are directed by the
project portfolio management, i.e. the company’s strategic project management.
Project adjustment of products and services to customers’ needs and the targeted flexibility of transformation
processes, from the input environment, over the company to the output environment in the project founded and
determined scope, timing, quality and cost, dynamically optimize a balanced realization of the objectives of the
key interest groups. Achieving dynamic harmony between the company’s operations and the changing needs and
expectations of its stakeholders in the field of economics, ethics and ecology is a fundamental prerequisite for a
successful functioning of a contemporary company, which is most fully realized through project management of
business operations and development.
Project management of exploiting project developed products and services, is an anticipatory management based
on early information. Project management and execution are, in terms of goals, integrated, innovative and
time-limited, and have a developed and opened feedback which includes the effects and activities within the
environment i.e. stakeholders’ activities in project realization. Early information on the cause of the changes
allows the company’s timely adjustment and change management towards achieving the fundamental objectives
of project realization. Closed feedback, which provides project management with the information about the
results of its operations, is the baseline of project management control i.e. directed project exploitation of project
products of the company.
Development of project management of exploiting project-based developed products and services is an
extremely complex process which presupposes the development of a flexible production technology,
project-oriented organization of the company, a developed system of logistics management, from operative to
strategic level, and, above all, an organizational culture that motivates organizational learning and innovation,
and project-based problem solving. The project management of integrating material, financial, information and
transformation flows into a target system of creating added value for all stakeholders, represents the initial
premise of designing an organization of project management that manages the development of a modern
company business performance. Organizational elimination of all unproductive organizational processes and
resources is a fundamental strategic determinant in developing the project management strategy of business
performance.
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4. Designiing an Organiization for Ma
anaging Projeect Processes
An effectiive project m
management of
o continuous project-basedd processes of
o creating addded value foor all
stakeholdeers assumes a multidimensio
onal design off a project-bassed organizatio
on with a deveeloped inform
mation
network and
a
a high ddegree of paarticipation off projects teaam members in decision-m
making proceesses.
Project-based organizatiion of the man
nagement systeem must find a balance betw
ween the multtiple dimensionns of
efficiency of organizatioonal functioniing. The linearr dimension of
o complex organizations inn managing prroject
processes ensures the staability of functtioning i.e. it eenables the devvelopment of specialization and rationalizzation
of operatioons, whereas tthe project-bassed dimensionn enables flexibility and adaaptability to internal and extternal
environmeental impacts ccoming from th
he project reallization environnment. Since the
t project itseelf is a change, it is
opportune to conclude that the appro
opriate organiizations for managing
m
projeect processes are those orgganic,
dynamic, those
t
that havee no sharp borrders and stricttly prescribed hierarchical sttructures. Diffferent modes oof the
matrix orgganizational strructure i.e. nettwork organizaations, are suitable organizattional mechaniisms for the prroject
managemeent of the comppany’s continu
uous project-baased processess in today’s env
vironment.
4.1 Matrixx Organizationnal Structure and Project-bassed Operationss
When a company
c
deveelops a multi-p
project busineess i.e. when it continuously executes a larger numbeer of
projects using
u
well-estaablished metho
ods, it standarrdizes the proocesses of pro
oject realizatioon and it deveelops
project maanagement meethodologies which
w
intensifyy the substituttion of all con
ntinuous businness activities with
project-bassed processes.. A successful managementt of multi-projject processess assumes the development of a
matrix orgganizational sttructure in wh
hich the functtional and proj
oject organizattional structuree are interweaaved.
Dependingg on the degreee of the deveelopment of thhe multi-project-based operaations, the maatrix organizattional
structure may
m contain m
more functionall or project orgganizational sttructure features, and thus we
w talk about w
weak,
strong or balanced
b
matriix structure.
A balanceed matrix opttimally combiines functionaal and projectt structure feaatures, in whhich the functtional
managers have a signifficant role in controlling thhe logistics off project realiization and inn which there is a
sufficient independencee and authoritty of project managers in managing th
he technology of project ggoals’
realizationn (Figure 6).

Fiigure 6. Matrixx organizationaal structure
The optim
mal solution, foor all larger co
ompanies deveeloping multi-pproject based operations, is to have all prroject
managers organized in a (multi-project) managem
ment system. The manager of project managers
m
acts as a
coordinatoor in the projeect realization of the compaany. The organnizing of a multi-project
m
m
management
syystem
leads to a more rational engagement of
o resources annd a more effeective achievem
ment of objecttives of the prroject
realizationn of the company. Multi-pro
oject managem
ment system trransforms the operative orientation of prroject
managers in realizing tthe objective goals
g
of a paarticular projecct towards a strategic
s
orienntation in realizing
105
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purpose-based goals of a project oriented development of the company’s successful project-based operations.
In matrix organizational structure, the resources are controlled by the functional organizational units, which in
essence are the logistics of project realization. Projects, in accordance with the project budget and project
realization technology, have at their disposal the necessary material and human resources of the functional
organizational units at the right time. Matrix organizational structure, by means of effective coordination of
functional and project units, increases the efficiency of combining limited resources as well as the effectiveness
of achieving the company’s development goals i.e. it dynamically optimizes the company’s business operations.
In today’s conditions of an unstable environment and an accelerated scientific and technological development in
which creative knowledge and innovation represent the fundamental factor of the company’s competitiveness,
the matrix organizational structure, due to its adaptability to the changing environment and the flexibility in
using the broad spectrum of specialist knowledge of human resources, encourages the development of
communication networks and participative management of the company’s project oriented process development.
The multidisciplinary cooperation of professionals and decentralized decision-making develop teamwork and
organizational knowledge simultaneously lending itself for innovative creation of new products and technical
specialization.
The fundamental problem of managing project processes within the matrix organizational structure is the
crossing on the project and functional managements’ chain of command. Dual responsibilities of project team
members - horizontal, technologically to project managers, and vertical, disciplinary to function managers of
organizational units in which they work on the realization of the functional activities cause conflicts between
functional and project managers and thus conflicts of loyalty among project teams members (Zekić, 2007).
The project management needs to manage conflicts in a way that it directs them towards creative or innovative
project problem solving. Managing conflict situations stimulates upgrading of knowledge, skills and impacts in
innovation and thus conflict need not be seen as a negative side effect of matrix organizational structure, but,
indeed, an advantage in the contemporary turbulent business conditions. The main role of management is
creating a positive organizational climate i.e. the development of an entrepreneurial organizational culture that
incorporates individual and group goals in order to achieve a company’s project and business goals.
Regardless the features of complexity and conflict of the matrix organizational structure which requires a
developed system of general and project management, its implementation has become inevitable in managing
project processes of the strategic development of company’s operations in today’s dynamic environment.
Successful implementation of the matrix organizational structure understands a dynamic matrix whose
infrastructure is composed of information flows, as pre and post logistics material flows, driven by an
entrepreneurial organizational culture as a catalyst for management and execution process of project realization.
4.2 Network Organizational Structure and Project Management of a Company’s Operations and Development
Project management of a company’s operations and development is characterized by innovation of management
and execution of processes founded on continuous project-related organizational identification and problem
solving related to the dynamic optimization of the company’s business operations in today’s conditions of
constant changes within the ever more heterogeneous environment. The development of complex and flexible
matrices as networks having no pronounced hierarchical structure of the management system and in which
power i.e. knowledge is found at the organizational boundaries, becomes a precondition for the company’s
sustainability in the contemporary market (Hamel, 2009). The modern company, which operates primarily on the
underlying process-based organized knowledge in project creation of added value for customers, at the right
time, at the right place and at an acceptable price, requires the interconnectedness of all its segments in a single
self-organizing, networked whole.
The network organizational structure develops a holistic approach to project-based management of a company’s
operations and development on the principles of participative project management. The network does not have a
company structure (Omazić & Baljkas, 2005); it represents an organic communication process in which all
participants are equal, and in which the responsibility and power are distributed horizontally and procedurally.
As a result of the exchange of information within the network, organizational knowledge and new structures –
teams are established.
An interconnection of networks is a prerequisite of formal organization. Information-based networking of
process executors allows them to always know what is happening at the various steps within the process. Each
team member, depending on his/her specialty, coordinates the problem solving in a particular problem area with
the aim of continuing the effective functioning of the project realization process, thereby eliminating the need for
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a formal hierarchy.
h
Project team mem
mbers play the roles of manaagers dependin
ng on the situattion and the nnature
of the probblem. This hieerarchy is temp
porary; it exists for as long as the problem
m exists, and once
o
it is solveed, it
moves dow
wn horizontallly to the nextt problem wheen another nettwork node takes up the prooblem solvingg and
assumes thhe new temporrary manageriaal role (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Network orgaanization of prooject managem
ment
The non-hhierarchical neetwork system of participatoory managemeent which is baased on organnized knowledgge in
gathering and
a processingg prior informaation needed ffor project idenntification and
d problem solviing for the purrpose
of successful business pperformance, develops
d
the prreconditions foor an effectivee anticipatory management
m
oof the
dynamic optimization
o
of a company’ss business opeerations througgh the implem
mentation of knnown methodss and
techniquess in managing project realizzation and reallization of uniqque and time-limited busineess ventures w
with a
planned reealization techhnology and predictable coost-effectiveneess in their exploitation.
e
T system off the
The
cascading indicators of cost-benefit an
nalyses, from initiation and selection, thro
ough planning and realizatioon, to
evaluationn and manageriial control oveer individual prrojects and development pro
ograms, also provide an adeqquate
informatioon base for the strategic projeect managemeent of dynamicc optimization of a modern company’s business
operationss.
5. Cost-beenefit Analysis of Project-b
based Businesss Performancce
In view off the developm
ment of an anticcipative managgerial control i.e. anticipatorry managemennt of the econoomics
of realizinng initiated proojects within th
he strategic deevelopment proogram of a com
mpany’s operaations, the straategic
project maanagement durring the selecttion process caarries out the economic
e
segm
ment of the coost-benefit anaalysis
which com
mpares and evvaluates the advantages
a
andd disadvantagges of an indiividual projectt. The goal of the
cost-beneffit analysis is to determine the feasibilitty i.e. cost efffectiveness off planned prooject realizatioon of
projects annd exploitationn of projects’ products
p
by com
mparing the coosts and benefi
fits at individuaal economic phhases
of project operations.
p
annd liquidity off the
Economic and financiaal cost-benefit analysis evalluates and coompares the profitability
ve projects annd the companny’s defined strategic deveelopment proggram.
realizationn of the initiaated alternativ
Economic and financial flows of the project reallization and exploitation
e
off project prodducts represennt the
informatioon base of the eeconomic cost-benefit analyssis of project-bbased operations.
Financial flow (Table 1) shows the liquidity of an individual project and project operations development
program i.e.
i it is an inndicator of th
he possibility of financing the project an
nd the projectt’s contributioon to
strengthenning the compaany’s financiall potential. Thhe revenues in the financial flow provide information onn the
available financial
f
meanns, whereas thee expendituress, on liabilities due. An indiv
vidual project is,
i like a comppany,
liquid if itss cumulative nnet income is constantly positive (Benedekković, 2007).
Incomes within
w
the finanncial flow are business
b
eventts that increasee the financial potential of ann individual prroject
and projecct operations, regardless th
he source. Reevenues are the
t result of project exploitation i.e. prroject
commerciaalization, and therefore, sim
multaneously aact on increassing the econo
omic potentiaal of the comppany.
Other incoomes, that com
me from the co
ompany’s enviironment and enable the financing of projject realizationn and
exploitatioon, in periods when projectt income is nnot sufficient, increase the financial, but not the econnomic
potential of
o the companyy. Income from
m the residual value of the project
p
i.e. thee value of assetts at the end oof the
project’s liife-cycle, impaact both the ecconomic and thhe financial potential of the company.
c
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Table 1. Project/project-based operations financial flow
Period

Structure

1

2

3

4

5

I. INCOME

100

70

170

190

230

1. Project revenues

-

20

168

190

190

2. Sources of financing

100

50

-

-

-

2.1. Own sources

50

30

-

-

-

2.2. Loans

50

20

-

-

-

3. Residual value of the project

-

-

2

-

40

II. EXPENDITURES

100

68,5

130

140

170

4. Investments

100

50

-

-

10

5. Project expenditures

-

16

90

95

95

6. Income tax

-

0,5

15

18

18

7. Dividends and annuities

-

2

25

27

47

III. NET INCOME

0

1,5

40

50

60

IV. CUMULATIVE

0

1,5

41,5

91,5

151,5

Expenditures in the financial flow of an individual project or project-based operations are business events that
reduce the financial potential of the company, regardless their form and ownership. Investments and material
expenditures simultaneously act upon the reduction of the economic potential of the company. Other
expenditures are the result of the use of financial resources that have not been gained through project
exploitation and actually represent the return of previously obtained financial means (annuities, dividends), and
therefore, reduce only the financial and not the economic potential of the company.
The source of information for a dynamic assessment the profitability of a project and project-based operations is
the economic flow of the project / project-based operations (Table 2) – the statement showing business events
that affect the movement in the economic potential of a project and project-based operations. The economic
flow, as opposed to financial, does not include funding sources in income, and neither does it include the loan
repayment and dividend payment in expenditures. Moreover, the expenditures do not include depreciation, as it
not considered a cost. Within the economic flow, net income is negative and represents the investment value in
the period of project realization, while in the exploitation phase it shows dynamics of the return on investment.
Positive net income in a certain year of the project exploitation life-cycle is an indicator of indicator of increased
economic potential of project operations in that year, whereas a negative one, the reduction of the economic
potential. In order to assess the profitability of individual projects i.e. project-based operations, it is essential to
consider whether the cumulative of net income is positive or negative i.e. whether the company’s overall
economic potential is increased or reduced, regardless the movements during individual years of the realization
of the strategic business development program.
Table 2. Project/project-based operations economic
Structure

Period
1

2

3

4

5

I. INCOME

-

20

170

190

230

1. Project revenues

-

20

168

190

190

3. Residual value of the project

-

-

20

-

40

II. EXPENDITURES

100

66,5

105

113

123

4. Investments

100

50

-

-

10

5. Project expenditures

-

16

90

95

95

6. Income tax

-

0,5

15

18

18

III. NET INCOME

-100

-46,5

65

77

107

IV. CUMULATIVE

-100

-146,5

-81,5

-4,5

+102,5

The incomes in economic flow are those business events that increase, while expenditures, those that reduce the
company’s economic potential i.e. assets. As a result, there are no sources or liabilities towards the financing
sources since their effect on the economic potential i.e. assets is neutral. Invested funds are returned to they are
only of concern to the financial potential of a particular project i.e. company. Net income in within the economic
flow indicates an increase or decrease in the economic potential of a particular project i.e. company.
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The anticipatory management of the dynamic optimization of project-based operations is possible if there is an
adjusted combination of methods developed for managing the realization of individual projects. The first method
shows the possibility of gaining real net cash income by project realization and exploitation, and enables a
dynamic management of the liquidity of project-based operations i.e. a continuous approximation of cash flows,
whereas the other, enables the management of the profitability of business operations i.e. shows the rate of return
on invested capital in individual projects i.e. the company’s project-based operations.
5.1 Net Present Value Method – Absolute Accumulation of Project Realization
This method of evaluating the financial viability of the company’s project-based operations is considered the
basic method of project oriented decision making. The net present value of the project i.e. the company’s
strategic development program is defined as the sum of annual net revenues within the economic flow reduced to
its value in the first year of the project related operations (Orsag, 2002). Calculated free cash flow for each year
is discounted to the present value with a default rate of return and this sum is then compared to the planned
amount of investment which is considered as the initial cash flow.


 1 
e
NSV   NPn 

n 1
1  p 
 100 

n

t

(1)

NPV = net present value
NR = net revenues in economic flow
p = discount rate
n = year within the realization of the strategic development program project, n=1 ...t.
The project or the system of synergically related projects within the company’s project-based operations
development program is acceptable according to the net present value method if its net present value is positive,
and unacceptable, if it is negative. The resultant of all selected projects of the company’s development program
is an indicator of the final absolute accumulation of planned project realization of the strategy for company’s
business development i.e. an indicator of the company’s value.
5.2 Internal Profitability Rate Method – Relative Accumulation of Project Realization
This method uses the internal profitability rate to establish the viability of investment made into a project’s
realization i.e. strategic program of company’s project-based operations. The internal profitability rate is defined
as the discount rate which equalizes the present value of income and expenditures or in other words, that which
reduces to zero the net present value of a project i.e. strategic development program. It is calculated based on the
following model:
O 

t



n 1

NP ne





1


p
1 

100 


n

(2)

NI = net income in economic flow
p = internal profitability rate
n = year within the realization of the strategic development program project, n=1 ...t.
The basic criterion for assessing the eligibility of a project’s and a strategic development program realization,
based on the internal profitability rate method is that the internal profitability rate is higher than the default rate.
The internal profitability rate shows the average annual rate of return on invested capital and is the base for
negotiating and contracting a maximally acceptable interest rate on loans for financing projects’ realizations. It
provides information on the average annual rate of project accumulation i.e. the project realization of the
company, but not on the absolute amount of this accumulation. The information on the absolute amount of
accumulation and income is provided by the net present value method, and therefore, it is necessary to combine
these two methods in order to create a fuller picture of the absolute and relative success of project realization i.e.
the success of the company’s project-based operations.
By combining these basic methods of evaluating the viability of alternative projects realizations, which can,
depending on the specific features of project realization and exploitation, be complemented by other methods,
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strategic project management can, in stable conditions, successfully select projects and define a strategic
development program of project-based operations through deterministic decision-making at low risk. However,
as the realization and exploitation of projects as unique target ventures takes place over a longer period of time,
the actual values of certain variables are likely to move within a certain interval around their expected values in
the future.
The future is stochastic, so it is necessary to have at one’s disposal information on the sensitivity of projects and
strategic development of project-based operations to the changes in the value of input variables. Sensitivity
analysis provides information on how positively or negatively will the potential changes in some input variable
impact the final results of project evaluation. The range of expected values of critical parameters and the
probability of the occurrence of a certain value is determined by the possibility analysis.
The evaluation of the economic feasibility, i.e. viability of projects and project-based operations, is a
fundamental, but not the sole, criterion for the selection of projects and the activation of the strategic program of
project-based operations. The strategic project management decides on activating the realization of projects
based on their overall contribution to the increase the dynamic success of a company’s business performance.
The real option method or the optional (opportunity) approach to project evaluation takes into account the
qualitative factors of project realization and exploitation as well as the managerial flexibility in adapting
project-based operations to changing business objectives, resources and technology during the realization of the
company’s strategic development program. This significantly reduces risk and increases the effectiveness of
project management of a company’s business operations and development.
6. Conclusion
Anticipatory project management of the dynamic harmony of the business operations of a company, as a
socioeconomic system, and the changes in the influential environment, by means of continuous project
realization of a balanced system of the company’s stakeholders’ goals, is a precondition of sustainability and the
development of the company’s competitiveness in today’s turbulent environment. The dynamics of changes in
all segments of the environment makes it almost impossible to successfully manage a company as an isolated
economic system, through the traditional reactive approach. Proactive project management of changes,
congruent to anticipative demands of key stakeholders, by means of a systematically organized managerial
process of a project- based approach to development strategy, project realization of development programs and
project exploitation of project products at a predefined dynamics and viability, is the managerial model of
developing the company’s competitiveness in the recent conditions of constant discontinuous changes in the
environment. Managing a company as a project is the future that has already started, and which requires a
complete change in the management paradigm and, accordingly, the change in the approach and the organization
of the companies’ management, which must be based on the principles of an innovative, participatory - project
management with a pronounced social function and social responsibility.
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